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INTRODUCTION'

Since+ 1991,+ after+ proclamation+ of+ independence,+ Ukraine+ has+ always+ been+ paying+
special+attention+to+the+establishment+and+continuous+improvement+of+the+institute+
of+ citizenship,1+as+ it+ still+ remains+ one+ of+ the+ most+ important+ tools+ to+ ensure+ its+
sovereignty.+Nevertheless,+the+majority+of+cases+of+statelessness+emerged+exactly+at+
that+period+as+a+result+of+legal+gaps+occasioned+by+the+USSR+collapse.++

The+adoption+of+the+1991+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship+of+Ukraine+at+that+moment+
was+ an+ important+ step+ on+ the+ way+ to+ somehow+ organizing+ the+ population+ in+ the+
territory+of+Ukraine+in+the+context+of+citizenship.+The+adoption+of+the+new+version+of+
it+in+2001+and+of+the+Law+Amending+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship+in+2005+were+
especially+ important+ for+ prevention+ and+ reduction+ of+ statelessness+ and+ childhood+
statelessness+ in+ particular,+ as+ some+ changes+ were+ related+ to+ the+ acquisition+ of+
citizenship+by+birth.++

However,+ legislative+ guarantees+ for+ the+ prevention+ and+ reduction+ of+ childhood+
statelessness+were+not+solely+ implemented+through+the+adoption+and+improvement+
of+national+legislation,+but+also+by+means+of+the+accession+to+international+treaties.+In+
this+ case,+ the+ most+ decisive+ steps+ were+ the+ ratification+ of+ the+ 1997+ European+
Convention+on+Nationality+in+2006,+and+accession+to+the+1954+Convention+relating+to+
the+ Status+ of+ Stateless+ Persons+ and+ the+ 1961+ Convention+ on+ the+ Reduction+ of+
Statelessness+in+March+2013.++

On+the+one+hand,+if+going+into+details+of+continuous+legislative+modifications,+it+may+
seem+ that+ a+ lot+ has+ already+ been+ done:+ the+ Law+ on+ Citizenship+ was+ constantly+
amended,+Ukraine+has+become+ the+Party+ to+ various+ international+ treaties;+ and+ it+ is+
even+ prescribed+ by+ law+ that+ the+ existing+ legal+ framework+ shall+ be+ based+ on+ the+
principles+aimed+at+preventing+ statelessness.2+Therefore,+we+could+ say+ that+ there+ is+
national+ legal+framework+in+the+sphere+of+statelessness+in+Ukraine,+moreover,+some+
provisions+even+provide+for+fair+legal+conditions+to+tackle+the+problem.+

However,+despite+all+legislative+measures,+no+practical+steps,+aimed+at+implementing+
the+ standards+ set+ forth+ by+ ratified+ conventions,+ have+ been+ taken+ yet;+ and+ the+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1 +When+ referring+ to+ someone’s+ legal+ status+ as+ citizen+ of+ a+ state,+ the+ term+ “citizenship”+ instead+ of+
“nationality”+ should+ be+ used,+ as+ Ukrainian+ domestic+ law+ makes+ a+ distinction+ between+ these+ terms.+
Whereas+ “citizenship”+ refers+ to+ the+ legal+bonds+of+ the+person+with+ the+ state,+ “nationality”+ is+ associated+
with+ the+ ethnicity+ of+ the+ person+ and+ refers+ to+ a+ person’s+membership+ in+ a+ nation+ as+ an+ ethnoccultural,+
linguistic+and+historic+community.+
2+Article+2+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship+of+Ukraine.+Available+at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2235c14++
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problem+ of+ statelessness,+ let+ alone+ childhood+ statelessness,+ remains+ an+ unsettled+
issue+for+Ukraine.++

Thus,+ for+ today+ there+ is+ no+ established+ procedure+ for+ determining+ the+ status+ of+
stateless+ persons.+ Owing+ to+ this+ shortcoming,+ the+ vast+ majority+ of+ stateless+
population+ cannot+ obtain+ any+ documents+ justifying+ their+ identity+ and+ legal+ stay+ in+
Ukraine+ that+ impedes+ the+acquisition+of+Ukrainian+citizenship+both+by+ them+and+by+
their+children.+In+addition,+national+legislation+contains+no+rule+on+granting+citizenship+
to+otherwise+stateless+children+and+the+right+of+a+child+to+obtain+citizenship+by+birth+is+
related+to+the+legality+of+residence+of+his+parents+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine.++

As+a+result+of+such+gaps,+incompleteness+of+the+legislation+and+the+lack+of+its+uniform+
application,+Ukraine+is+still+considered+as+a+country+with+a+large+ in#situ+statelessness+
population+ and+ the+ problem+of+ statelessness+ remains+ a+ burning+ issue+ that+ needs+ a+
prompt+solution.3++

+

+

+
+

+ +

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
3+According+ to+ the+ Statistical+ Snapshot+ of+ UNHCR+ RR,+ as+ at+ July+ 2014+ there+were+ 35,504+ persons+ under+
UNHCR’s+ statelessness+ mandate+ in+ Ukraine.+ Available+ at:+ http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e48d4d6.html+
(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+++
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STATELESSNESS'
IN'THE'NATIONAL'CONTEXT+

According+to+national+legislation,+all+issues+related+to+citizenship+shall+be+regulated+by+
the+ 1996+ Constitution+ of+ Ukraine, 4 +the+ Law+ of+ Ukraine+ on+ Citizenship+ and+
international+ treaties+of+Ukraine,+which+pursuant+ to+paragraph+1+of+Article+9+of+ the+
Constitution+of+Ukraine,+form+part+of+its+national+legislation.5+

INTERNATIONAL'OBLIGATIONS'

As+it+has+already+been+mentioned,+legislative+measures+for+prevention+and+reduction+
of+childhood+statelessness+ in+Ukraine+were+achieved+not+only+through+the+adoption+
and+improvement+of+national+legislation,+but+also+through+accession+to+international+
treaties.++

Thus,+ to+ date+ Ukraine+ is+ signatory+ to+ the+ Council+ of+ Europe+ Convention+ on+ the+
Avoidance+ of+ Statelessness+ in+ Relation+ to+ State+ Succession+ and+ party+ to+ the+ 1989+
Convention+on+the+Rights+of+the+Child,+the+1966+International+Covenant+on+Civil+and+
Political+Rights,+the+1966+International+Convention+on+the+Elimination+of+all+Forms+of+
Racial+Discrimination.+Ratification+of+these+documents+was+a+very+important+step+for+
Ukraine,+ as+ they+ set+ out+ legally+ binding+ obligations+ for+ prevention+ of+ statelessness+
among+ children+ by+ requiring+ the+ registration+ of+ the+ birth+ of+ every+ child+ and+
reaffirming+child's+right+to+acquire+nationality.++

The+1997+European+Convention+on+Nationality+was+ratified+by+Ukraine+ in+2006+with+
declarations+on+the+meaning+of+the+term+nationals#habitually#residing#abroad6+and+on+
the+ exclusion+ of+ Chapter+ VII+ “Military+ obligations+ in+ cases+ of+ multiple+ nationality”+
from+the+application+of+the+Convention.++

On+25+March+2013,+Ukraine+ finally+acceded+ to+ the+1954+Convention+ relating+ to+ the+
Status+ of+ Stateless+ Persons+ and+ the+ 1961+ Convention+ on+ the+ Reduction+ of+
Statelessness.+By+ratifying+these+Conventions,+Ukraine+confirmed+its+commitment+to+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4+Article+4,+Article+25,+para+2+of+Article+92,+and+para+26+of+Article+106+of+the+1996+Constitution+of+Ukraine.+
Available+at:+http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/254к/96cвр/page++
5+Article+4+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.#cit.#2.+
6+The+term+“nationals+habitually+residing+abroad”+is+used+in+the+meaning+of+nationals+of+Ukraine+habitually+
resident+abroad+in+accordance+with+the+national+law+which+regulates+the+matters+of+travelling+abroad+for+
the+citizens+of+Ukraine.+
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protect+the+rights+of+its+most+vulnerable+groups+of+population.7++

In+ the+ context+ of+ prevention+ and+ reduction+ of+ statelessness,+ it+ should+ also+ be+
mentioned+about+international+bilateral+agreements+in+the+field+of+citizenship+signed+
between+Ukraine+and+the+countries+with+which+it+has+ intensive+migration+exchange.+
These+ agreements+ settle+ a+ simplified+ procedure+ for+ change+ of+ citizenship,+ and+
contain+ provisions+ on+ simultaneous+ termination+ of+ previous+ citizenship+ and+
acquisition+ of+ a+ new+ one.+ Each+ of+ them+ also+ governs+ the+ issues+ of+ citizenship+ of+
children+in+case+of+change+of+citizenship+by+one+or+both+of+his+parents.8+

NATIONAL'LEGISLATIVE'FRAMEWORK'

When+ the+matter+ concerns+ national+ legal+ basis+ in+ the+ sphere+ of+ statelessness+ and+
citizenship+ in+ general,+ it+ should+ be+mentioned+ that+ there+ are+ those+ legislative+ acts+
that+ establish+ the+ rules+ of+ acquisition+ and+ loss+ of+ citizenship+ as+ well+ as+ other+
subordinate+ regulations,+ which+ provide+ for+ further+ details+ on+ how+ the+ nationality+
rules+are+to+be+interpreted+and+applied+in+practice.+

The#2012#Law#of#Ukraine#№#3773@17#on#the#Legal#Status#of#Foreigners#and#Stateless#
Persons+ is+ the+ principle+ legislative+ act+ determining+ the+ main+ rights,+ freedoms+ and+
responsibilities+ of+ stateless+ people+ and+ prescribes+ the+ order+ and+ the+ procedure+ of+
entering+and+leaving+the+territory+of+Ukraine.+However,+this+law+does+not+regulate+the+
process+ of+ acquisition+ and+ loss+ of+ citizenship.+ Article+ 8,+ which+ stipulates+ that+
foreigners+and+stateless+persons+may+acquire+ the+citizenship+of+Ukraine,+ is+ the+only+
one+ related+ to+ this+ issue.+This+article+ states+ that+ the+citizenship+may+be+acquired+ in+
the+manner+prescribed+by+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship.9+

Therefore,+ the+ main+ document+ that+ determines+ the+ legal+ status+ of+ citizenship+ of+
Ukraine,+ grounds+ and+ order+ of+ its+ acquisition+ and+ termination,+ and+ competency+ of+
state+authorities+in+this+sphere,+is+the#2001#Law#№#2235@14#on#Citizenship#of#Ukraine.++

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
7+United+Nations+in+Ukraine,+UNHCR#applauds#Ukraine’s#accession#to#the#UN#Conventions#on#Statelessness#
and#commitment#to#protecting#human#rights#of#stateless#persons.##
Available+at:+http://www.un.org.ua/en/informationccentre/news/1549+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).++#
8+See+the+2001+Agreement+between+Ukraine+and+Republic+of+Tajikistan+on+Simplified+Citizenship+Changing+
Procedure;+ the+ 2000+ Agreement+ between+ Ukraine+ and+ the+ Republic+ of+ Kazakhstan+ on+ Simplified+
Citizenship+ Changing,+ and+ on+ Prevention+ of+ Cases+ of+ Statelessness+ and+ of+ Dual+ Citizenship;+ the+ 1999+
Agreement+between+Ukraine+and+Republic+of+Belarus+on+ Simplified+Citizenship+Changing+Procedure;+ the+
2003+Agreement+between+Ukraine+and+Kyrgyz+Republic+on+Simplified+Citizenship+Changing+Procedure,+and+
on+Prevention+of+Cases+of+Statelessness+and+of+Dual+Citizenship;+the+2007+Agreement+between+Ukraine+and+
Georgia+on+Simplified+Citizenship+Acquisition+and+Termination+Procedure,+and+on+Prevention+of+Cases+of+
Statelessness+and+of+Dual+Citizenship.+
Available+at:+http://eudoccitizenship.eu/databases/nationalccitizenshipc
laws/?search=1&year=&country=Ukraine&name=&page=1+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
9+See+ the+ 2012+ Law+ of+ Ukraine+ on+ the+ Legal+ Status+ of+ Foreigners+ and+ Stateless+ Persons.+ Available+ at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3773c17++
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The# 2005# Law# №' 2663@15# on# Amendment# of# the# Law# of# Ukraine# on# Citizenship#
amended+those+provisions+that+were+related+to+acquisition+of+Ukrainian+citizenship+by+
children+due+to+adoption,+recognition+and+establishment+of+parenthood.+In+addition,+
the+establishment+of+guardianship+or+tutelage,+placement+of+the+child+ in+a+childcare+
or+healthcare+ institution,+in+a+ familyctype+orphanage,+ foster+home,+or+ foster+parent+
family+ were+ also+ recognized+ as+ grounds+ for+ acquisition+ of+ Ukrainian+ citizenship+ by+
children,+by+the+adoption+of+this+law.10++

The#2005#Law#№#2508@15#on#Amending#Certain#Legislative#Acts#of#Ukraine#due#to#the#
Adoption#of#the#Civil#and#Family#Codes!amended+Articles+16+and+18+of+the+Citizenship+
law+ reducing+ the+ age,+ from+ which+ consent+ of+ a+ minor+ is+ necessary+ to+ have+ his+
citizenship+changed+or+terminated,+from+15+to+14+years.11++

The#2013#Law#№#5492@17#on#Single#State#Demographic#Registry#and#on#Documents,#
which#Confirm#Citizenship# of#Ukraine,# Establish# Identity# of# a# Person#or# the# Person's#
Special# Status+ apart+ from+ changing+ the+ travel+ documents+ terminology,+12+conferred+
more+ powers+ to+ the+ Ministry+ of+ Foreign+ Affairs+ of+ Ukraine! (Міністерство+
закордонних*справ*України),+diplomatic+missions+and+consular+offices+of+Ukraine+in+
the+sphere+of+citizenship.13++

Issues+ related+ to+ citizenship+ are+ also+ regulated+ by+ the# 2014# Law# №# 3671@17# on#
Refugees# and# Persons# in# Need# of# Additional# or# Temporary# Protection;# and# by+ the#
2001#Law#№#2491@14#of#Ukraine#on#Immigration,14+which+defines+the+conditions+and+
procedure+for+obtaining+permanent+residence+in+Ukraine+by+foreigners+and+stateless+
persons,+that+is+essential+for+further+obtaining+of+Ukrainian+citizenship.15++

Among+subordinate+regulations+the#Decree#of#the#President#of#Ukraine#№#215/2001#
on# Questions# Concerning# Organization# of# Execution# of# the# Law# of# Ukraine# on#
Citizenship#of#Ukraine,+which#spells+out+the+implementation+procedure+of+the+Law+on+
Citizenship,+ establishes+ Presidential+ Commission+ on+ Citizenship+ (Комісія+ при+
Президентові+ України+ з+ питань+ громадянства),+ defining+ its+ composition+ and+
responsibilities;+ and+ specifies+ administrative+ procedure+ for+ dealing+ with+ citizenship+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
10+Part+ 3+ of+ the+ 2005+ Law+ of+ Ukraine+ on+ Amending+ the+ Law+ of+ Ukraine+ on+ Citizenship.+ Available+ at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2663c15/print1259833271277493++
11+Part+1+para+2+of+the+2005+Law+on+Amending+Certain+Legislative+Acts+of+Ukraine+due+to+the+Adoption+of+
the+Civil+and+Family+Codes.+Available+at:+http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2508c15/ed20050405++
12+Part+2+para+7+of+Final+Provisions+of+the+2013+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Single+State+Demographic+Registry+and+on+
Documents+which+ Confirm+Citizenship+ of+Ukraine,+ Establish+ Identity+ of+ a+ Person+ or+ the+ Person's+ Special+
Status.+Available+at:+http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5492c17/page++
13+Paras+7c8+of+Article+24+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2.+
14+See+the+2014+Law+on+Refugees+and+Persons+in+Need+of+Additional+or+Temporary+Protection.+Available+at:+
http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3773c17++
15+See+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Immigration.+Available+at:++
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2491c14++
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applications+could+be+mentioned.16++

The#2012#Edict#№#715#of#the#Ministry#of#the#Interior#of#Ukraine17and+the#2006#Edict#
№# 185# of# the# Ministry# of# Foreign# Affairs# of# Ukraine18

+also+ contain+ samples+ of+
applications+ for+ acquisition+ or+ renouncement+ of+ the+ citizenship,+ for+ affiliation+ or+
admission+to+Ukrainian+citizenship+etc.+

The#2007#Governmental#Regulation#№795+on#the#Approval#of#the#List#of#Paid#Services#
Provided#by#Departments#of#the#Ministry#of#Interior#and#the#State#Migration#Service,#
and#on#Approval#of#Fees# for# their#Rending#sets+ fees+ for+ registration+and+ issuance+of+
the+certificate+of+registration+of+the+person+as+citizen+of+Ukraine;+and+for+issuance+of+a+
temporary+certificate+of+citizen+of+Ukraine.19+

With+ regard+ to+ definition+ of+ a+ stateless# person+ in+ Ukrainian+ national+ legislation,+ it+
should+be+mentioned+that+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship+and+the+Law+of+Ukraine+
on+ the+ Legal+ Status+ of+ Foreigners+ and+ Stateless+ Persons+ refer+ to+ a+ notion+ person#
without#citizenship+and+defines+it+as+a+person+that+is+not+considered+to+be+a+citizen+by+
any+state+under+the+operation+of+its+law.20+

It+should+be+noted+here+that+in+Ukrainian+version+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+the+term+
zakonodavstvo# is+ used+ broadly+ and+ encompasses+ all+ regulatory+ acts+ (laws+ and+
regulations+ of+ the+ Parliament;+ decrees+ of+ the+ President,+ Governmental+ resolutions+
and+ decrees).+ The+ term+ law+ used+ in+ the+ 1954+ Convention+ relating+ to+ the+ Status+ of+
Stateless+Persons+ in+ the+expression+“under+ the+operation+of+ its+ law”+should+also+be+
read+broadly.+Therefore,+the+terms+used+in+the+1954+Convention+and+in+the+Ukrainian+
Law+on+Citizenship+(in+Ukrainian+version)+stand+for+the+same.+

However,+there+is+no+official+English+version+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+with+the+latest+
amendments,+ and+ the+ term+ zakonodavstvo,+ used+ in+ the+ existing+ unofficial+ version+
might+have+been+translated+in+English+incorrectly+(as#legislation),+not+bearing+in+mind+
the+ term+ used+ by+ the+ Convention.+ Thus,+ term+ “in+ compliance+ with+ its+ legislation”+
should+be+changed+to+“under+the+operation+of+ its+ law”+ in+the+English+version+of+the+
Law+on+Citizenship.+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
16+See+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine+№+215/2001.+Available+at:+
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/215/2001++
17+See+the+2012+Edict+№+715+of+the+Ministry+of+the+Interior+of+Ukraine.+Available+at:+
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1549c12#+
18+See+the+2006+Edict+№+185+of+the+Ministry+of+Foreign+Affairs+of+Ukraine.+Available+at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1177c06++
19+See+the+2007+Governmental+Regulation+№795.+Available+at:++
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/795c2007cп/print1429636494336164++
20+Article+1+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2;+and+Article+1+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+the+Legal+
Status+of+Foreigners+and+Stateless+Persons,+op.#cit.+9.+
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EXISTING'RESEARCH'ON'CHILDHOOD'STATELESSNESS'

Although+Ukraine+has+already+gained+a+tool+to+resolve+one+of+its+unsettled+problems+
by+ratifying+the+most+ important+conventions+in+the+sphere+of+statelessness,+and+has+
its+national+legislative+framework+in+this+sphere+(although+incomplete),+governmental+
institutions+concerned+stay+inactive+and+any+practical+steps+to+resolve+the+problem+of+
statelessness+have+not+been+ taken+yet.+ There+are+a+ lot+of+organizations+engaged+ in+
the+protection+of+ the+rights+of+ the+children+ in+Ukraine,+but+none+of+ them+addresses+
the+matter+of+statelessness+as+a+separate+issue.++

Such+situation+might+have+been+caused+by+the+absence+of+accurate+statistical+data+or+
any+ other+ reliable+ information+ on+ the+ scope+ of+ the+ issue+ that+ evidently+ puts+
difficulties+in+taking+any+specific+steps+for+tackling+this+problem.+In+addition,+there+is+a+
lack+of+general+public+awareness+about+the+seriousness,+causes+and+sometimes+even+
about+ the+ existence+ of+ such+ a+ problem+ as+ statelessness,+ let+ alone+ childhood+
statelessness.++

Office# for# Foreigners# and# Stateless# Persons# of# the# State#Migration# Service+ and# the#
Governmental# Department# on# Citizenship,# Immigration# and# Registration# of#
Individuals' (Державний+ департамент+ у+ справах+ громадянства,+ імміграції+ та+
реєстрації+ фізичних+ осіб)+ are+ the+ only+ governmental+ institutions+ which+ currently+
deal+with+the+issue+of+stateless+population+in+practice.+#

UNHCR# RR# is+ one+ of+ the+ organisations,+ which+ also+ deal+ with+ this+ issue+ and+ stands+
ready+to+review+the+next+steps+to+be+taken+by+Ukraine+to+fulfil+ its+obligations+under+
the+ratified+conventions,+and+protect+all+stateless+persons+in+its+territory.21+

HIAS+ organisation,+ established+ in+ Kiev+ in+ 2003,+ in+ its+ turn,+ provides+ assistance+ and+
protection+ for+ IDPs,+ asylum+ seekers,+ refugees+ and+ stateless+ persons+ in+ Ukraine,+
develops+ legislative+ proposals+ and+ administrative+ regulations.+ Recently,+ the+ project+
“The+Problem+of+Statelessness+in+Ukraine+and+the+Ways+to+Address+It”+was+presented+
by+ HIAS+ during+ the+ round+ table+ “Harmonization+ of+ the+ Ukrainian+ Legislation+ in+
Respect+ of+ Stateless+ Persons”+ that+ was+ held+ in+ the+ Secretariat+ of+ the+ Ukrainian+
Parliament+ Commissioner+ for+ Human+ Rights+ (Уповноважений+ Верховної+ Ради+
України+ з+ прав+ людини).+ Roundtable+ participants+ emphasized+ the+ need+ for+
conducting+the+research+in+those+regions+of+Ukraine,+where+there+is+a+ large+number+
of+ people+ with+ Soviet+ passports,+ and+ in+ the+ regions+ with+ the+ largest+ Roma+
community.+ However,+ the+ importance+ of+ conducting+ such+ research+ campaigns+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
21+United+Nations+in+Ukraine,+op.#cit.+7.+
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throughout+Ukraine+to+determine+the+geographical+location+of+stateless+persons+was+
also+noted.22"+
In+ Ukrainian+ legal+ science,+ Oleksiy+ Ogurtsov+ investigated+ separate+ issues+ of+
statelessness.+ In+his+works+“The+Problem+of+Childhood+Statelessness+ in+Ukraine+and+
Legislative+Measures+ to+Address+ It”+and+“The+Development+of+Ukrainian+Legislation+
Directed+ on+ Prevention+ and+ Reduction+ of+ Statelessness”,+ he+mainly+ dealt+ with+ the+
phenomenon+ of+ statelessness,+ its+ causes+ and+ negative+ consequences+ for+ the+
individual+and+the+state.+23+National+expert+on+statelessness+Valentina+Subotenko+was+
commissioned+to+lead+the+research+(working+alongside+HIAS)+that+included+analysis+of+
Ukrainian+ legislation+ to+ identify+where+ it+ is+ falling+ short+ of+ the+UN+ Conventions+ on+
Statelessness.24+

Yet,+ Ukrainian+ scientists+ and+ researchers+ do+ not+ pay+ sufficient+ attention+ to+ the+
problem+ of+ statelessness,+ and+ their+ works+ are+ mainly+ oriented+ on+ citizenship+ in+
general+ and+ comparative+ analysis+ of+ the+ legislative+ basis+ of+ other+ states,+ without+
broaching+the+issue+of+statelessness.++

CAUSES'AND'CONSEQUENCES'OF'CHILDHOOD'STATELESSNESS'

The+results+of+the+State+Statistics+Service+of+Ukraine,+based+on+the+latest+census+hold+
in+ 2001,25+showed+ there+were+ 82,550+ stateless+ persons+ in+ the+ territory+ of+ Ukraine.+
Regarding+ childhood+ statelessness,+ the+ results+ of+ the+ same+ census+ indicated+ the+
number+ of+ 17,517+ stateless+ children.26+As+ at+ July+ 2014+ there+ were+ 35,504+ persons+
under+ UNHCR+ statelessness+mandate;27+and+ based+ on+ the+ recent+ data+ of+ the+ State+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
22+The+Secretariat+of+the+Ukrainian+Parliament+Commissioner+for+Human+Rights,+The#Problem#of#
Statelessness#in#Ukraine#and#the#Ways#to#Address#It.#Available+at:+http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/allc
news/pr/15415cvqcucsekretariaticupovnovazhenogocprezentuvalicproektcproblemacbezgromady/+(last+
visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
23 +See+ Огурцов,# Проблема# безгромадянства# дітей# в# Україні# та# законодавчі# заходи# щодо# її#
вирішення+ (Ogurtsov+O.,+The#Problem#of#Childhood#Statelessness# in#Ukraine#and#Legislative#Measures#to#
Address# It),+ Вісник+ Національної+ академії+ прокуратури+ України+№3+ (36),+ 2014.+ c+ с.+ 31c36.+ See+ also:+
Огурцов,+ Розвіток# законодавтства# України,# спрямованого# на# попередження# випадків#
безгромадянтва# (Ogurtsov+ O.,+ The# Development# of# Ukrainian# Legislation# Directed# on# Prevention# and#
Reduction#of#Statelessness),+Бюлетень+Міністерств+Юстиції+України.+–+2013.+c+№+11.+–+С.+144c150.++
24+See+European+Network+on+Statelessness.+Statelessness#in#Ukraine.+Available+at:+
http://www.statelessness.eu/blog/statelessnesscukraine+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).++
25+The+census+of+2001+was+the+latest,+and+the+next+one+is+expected+in+2016.+
26+State+Statistic+Service+of+Ukraine,+The#Distribution#of#the#Population#by#Citizenship#and#Age.+Available+at:+
http://2001.ukrcensus.gov.ua/results/nationality_population/nationality_popul3/select_5/?data1=1&box
=5.3W&rz=1_1&rz_b=2_1&k_t=00&botton=cens_db+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
27+UNHCR,+Statistical#Snapshot.+Available+at:+http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e48d4d6.html++
(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
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Migration+ Service,+ there+were+ only+ 6500+ stateless+ persons+who+ had+ permanent+ or+
temporary+residence+permits+in+Ukraine+in+2013.28++

However,+ due+ to+ specific+ historic+ events+ in+ Ukraine,+ inactivity+ of+ public+ authorities+
and+absence+of+a+specific+body+engaged+in+resolving+the+problem+of+statelessness,+it+is+
difficult+to+exactly+establish+how+many+persons+remain+stateless+or+ just+ live+without+
valid+identification+documents+in+Ukraine. 

Speaking+about+the+main+causes+of+childhood+statelessness,+it+should+be+noted+again+
that+the+problem+of+statelessness+has+become+topical+for+Ukraine+at+the+moment+of+
state+succession;+and+as+many+other+states,+emerged+after+the+USSR+collapse,+Ukraine+
faced+the+problem+of+legal+gaps+and+conflicts+of+laws.+It+is+worth+recalling+that+in+case+
of+Ukraine,+state+succession+in+the+sphere+of+citizenship+was+carried+out+not+only+on+
the+basis+of+the+1991+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+but+also+on+the+basis+of+the+1991+
Law+ of+ Ukraine+ on+ Succession+ of+ Ukraine.+ As+ a+ result,+ there+ were+ various+
discrepancies+between+ two+ laws+ regarding+ the+ regulation+of+ citizenship+ issues,+ that+
led+to+repeated+cases+of+statelessness+till+ the+Law+on+Citizenship+was+amended+and+
new+versions+of+it+were+adopted.++

The+aforementioned+ level+of+statelessness+ in+Ukraine+was+also+caused+by+ the+ largec
scale+return+of+formerly+deported+people+(FDPs)+since+the+late+1980s.+Some+of+them+
entered+Ukraine+as+stateless+persons+while+others+were+holding+birth+certificates+or+
USSR+ passports+ that+ were+ not+ longer+ valid.+ Given+ that+ at+ that+ period+ the+ national+
legislation+ was+ being+ drafted,+ and+ there+ were+ difficulties+ with+ legal+ regulation+ of+
repatriation,+residence+status+and+access+to+citizenship+for+FDPs,+that+situation+raised+
significant+legal+challenges+for+Ukraine.29+

In+addition,+general+unawareness+of+people+ living+ in+Ukraine+and+abroad,+about+the+
necessity+ to+obtain+a+new+ identification+document+ to+ justify+ their+ citizenship+of+ the+
independent+ State,+ was+ also+ an+ important+ factor+ causing+ the+ extension+ of+ the+
problem.+On+the+other+hand,+the+situation+was+also+related+to+the+ lack+of+adequate+
legal+and+administrative+assistance+on+the+part+of+the+governmental+institutions.+

However,+bearing+ in+mind+that+the+question+of+causes+of+statelessness+ in+Ukraine+ is+
not+the+main+subject+of+this+research,+let+us+not+dwell+separately+on+this+issue.+In+this+
context+it+is+worth+noting+just+briefly+that,+as+a+result+of+the+aforementioned,+several+
groups+of+people,+that+were+or+still+remain+at+risk+of+statelessness,+formed.+

The+first+group+includes+those+people+who+still+hold+expired+USSR+passports+without+
obtaining+ the+ citizenship+of+one+of+ the+ successor+ states.+ Secondly,+many+people+do+
not+have+any+identity+documents+as+they+have+lost+their+USSR+passports+and+have+not+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
28+The+Secretariat+of+the+Ukrainian+Parliament+Commissioner+for+Human+Rights,+op.#cit.+22.+
29+See+OSCE,+The#integration#of#formerly#deported#people#in#Crimea,#Ukraine:#Needs#Assessment.+Available+
at:+http://www.osce.org/hcnm/104309+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
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been+ able+ to+ replace+ them.+ The+ next+ group+ embraces+ some+ adults+ who+ entered+
Ukraine+ as+ children+ on+ the+ basis+ of+ their+ birth+ certificates+ and+ could+ not+ obtain+
identity+ documentation+ after+ reaching+ adulthood.+ The+ last+ group+ includes+ children+
who+ inherited+ their+ stateless+ status+ from+ their+ parents+ and+ could+ not+ obtain+
Ukrainian+citizenship.+

Returning+to+the+issue+of+childhood+statelessness,+it+should+be+mentioned+that+today+
children+ could+ also+ be+ left+ legally+ invisible+ for+ the+ reason+ of+ not+ having+ been+
registered+ at+ birth.+ Probably,+ at+ first+ sight+ it+ is+ difficult+ to+ imagine+ that+ the+ lack+ of+
birth+ confirming+document+may+ change+ the+whole+ child’s+ life,+ however,+ such+ cases+
happen.+ Particularly,+ it+ is+ a+ commonly+ encountered+ problem+ within+ Roma+
community.30+For+example,+children+could+be+left+ legally+ invisible+as+a+result+of+their+
birth+ out+ of+ medical+ institution.+ Although+ to+ date+ national+ legislation+ provides+ for+
conditions+ for+ birth+ registration+ in+ such+ cases,+ a+ child+ may+ have+ no+ document+
certifying+his+ existence+due+ to+ simple+unawareness+or+negligence+of+ his+ parents.+ In+
other+cases+parents+could+be+also+denied+in+registration+due+to+the+lack+of+documents+
certifying+their+personality.+

Strong+migration+ flows+ through+ Ukraine+ also+ cause+ the+ appearance+ of+ stateless+ or+
unaccompanied+ children,+who+ sometimes+ even+ do+ not+ have+ birth+ certificates.+ As+ a+
general+rule,+these+children+apply+to+the+State+Migration+Service+of+Ukraine+for+their+
recognition+ as+ a+ person+ in+ need+ of+ additional+ protection.+ Pursuant+ to+ Ukrainian+
legislation,+ such+ certificates+ can+ be+ obtained+ within+ seven+ days;31+however,+ there+
were+ such+ cases+when+children+ could+not+ receive+any+document+due+ to+ the+ lack+of+
certificate+ blanks.32+Consequently,+ those+ children+were+ left+without+ any+ documents+
that+ could+ confirm+ their+ personality+ and+ status+ in+ Ukraine,+ as+ well+ as+ without+ any+
possibility+to+realize+their+basic+rights.++

+ +

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
30+According+to+the+most+recent+census+data,+47.587+Roma+people+are+residing+on+the+territory+of+Ukraine.+
However,+unofficial+estimates+suggest+that+the+real+number+ is+between+120.000,+and+400.000.+European+
Roma+ Rights+ Centre,+Written# Comments# of# the# European# Roma# Rights# Centre# and# Chiricli,# Concerning#
Ukraine.# Available+ at:+ http://www.errc.org/cms/upload/file/ukraineccescrcmarchc2014.pdf+ (last+ visited+
Apr.+22,+2015).+
31+Part+ 8+ of+ Article+ 10+ of+ the+ 2014+ Law+ on+ Refugees+ and+ Persons+ in+ Need+ of+ Additional+ or+ Temporary+
Protection,# op.# cit.# 14;+ and+ para+ 7+ of+ the+ 2012+ Governmental+ Regulation+ №+ 196.+ Available+ at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/196c2012cп++
32 +The+ Secretariat+ of+ the+ Ukrainian+ Parliament+ Commissioner+ for+ Human+ Rights.+ Available+ at:+
http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/allcnews/pr/27115ciicvaleriyaclutkovskacnapravilacpodannyacgolovic
derzhavnoiicmigraczijnoii/+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
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It+ could+ be+ concluded,+ that+ specific+ historical+ events,+ gaps+ in+ national+ legislation,+
continuous+migration+flows+through+Ukraine,+cases+of+children+being+unregistered+at+
birth,+ lack+ of+ a+ governmental+ body+ entitled+ to+ deal+ with+ this+ issue+ directly+ and+
unawareness+ of+ population+ about+ the+ problem,+ c+ these+ are+ all+ factors+ that+
contributed+to+the+intensification+of+the+problem+of+statelessness+in+Ukraine.+

+ +
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GRANTING'CITIZENSHIP''
TO'OTHERWISE'STATELESS'CHILDREN'

Article+7+of+the+Convention+on+the+Rights+of+the+Child,+which+ is+binding+for+Ukraine,+
provides+ that+ a+ child+ shall+ be+ registered+ immediately+ after+birth+and+ shall+ have+ the+
right+from+birth+to+a+name,+the+right+to+acquire+a+nationality+and,+as+far+as+possible,+
the+ right+ to+know+and+be+cared+ for+by+his+parents.+ The+only+national+ legislative+act+
which+ envisages+ the+ child's+ right+ to+ citizenship+ is+ the+ 2001+ Law+ №+ 2402c14+ on+
Protection+of+Childhood.33++

GENERAL'RULES'ON'ACQUISITION'OF'CITIZENSHIP'BY'CHILDREN'

The+basic+document+governing+the+acquisition+of+citizenship+by+children+ is+ the+2001+
Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship.+Particularly+important+amendments+to+this+Law+were+
made+ in+ 2005,+ and+ were+ related+ to+ those+ articles,+ which+ provided+ for+ additional+
grounds+ for+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship.+ Thus,+ for+ today+ the+ Law+ provides+ with+ the+
following+grounds+for+acquiring+Ukrainian+citizenship+by+children:++

o Acquisition+of+citizenship+by+birth+(Article+7).+
o Acquisition+of+citizenship+by+territorial+origin+(Article+8).++
o Acquisition+of+citizenship+in+circumstances+where+one+or+both+parents+of+

a+child+is/are+citizen(s)+of+Ukraine+(Article+14).++
o Acquisition+of+citizenship+due+to+adoption+(Article+11).++
o Acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ due+ to+ the+ establishment+ of+ guardianship+ or+

tutelage+over+a+child,+placement+of+the+child+in+a+childcare+or+healthcare+
institution,+in+ a+ family+ type+ orphanage,+ foster+ family,+ or+ foster+ parent+
family+(Article+12).+

Article+ 7,+ which+ provides+ for+ the+ acquisition# of# citizenship# by# birth,+ combines+ two+
principles:+ jus# sanguinis+ and+ jus# soli.+ Jus# sanguinis+ is+evident+because+ the+Ukrainian+
citizenship+ is+ granted+ at+ birth+ to+ a+ child+whose+ one+ parent+ or+ both+ parents,+ at+ the+
time+ of+ the+ child's+ birth,+ were+ citizens+ of+ Ukraine,+ irrespective+ of+ the+ place+ of+ the+
child's+birth.++

Jus#soli+in+its+turn,+manifests+itself+in+the+rule+establishing+that+a+person+who+was+born+
in+Ukraine+to+foreigners,+stateless+persons+or+foreigner+and+stateless+person+lawfully+
residing+in+Ukraine,+and+who+has+not+acquired+by+birth+the+citizenship+of+his+parents+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
33+Article+7+of+the+2001+of+Ukraine+on+Protection+of+Childhood.+Available+at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2402c14++
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or+ citizenship+ of+ the+ parent+ who+ is+ a+ foreigner,+ should+ be+ deemed+ a+ citizen+ of+
Ukraine.34+In+addition,+a+child+who+was+born+abroad+to+stateless+persons+permanently+
residing+in+Ukraine+on+the+legal+basis,+and+who+has+not+acquired+by+birth+citizenship+
of+another+country+shall+be+considered+a+citizen+of+Ukraine.35+

+Acquisition+of+Ukrainian+citizenship+is+also+foreseen+for+a+child+born+in+the+territory+of+
Ukraine,+ if+ one+ of+ his+ parents+ was+ granted+ refugee+ status+ in+ Ukraine+ or+ asylum+ in+
Ukraine,+and+who+has+not+acquired+by+birth+the+citizenship+of+one+of+his+parents+or+
who+has+acquired+the+citizenship+of+the+parent+to+whom+refugee+status+or+asylum+in+
Ukraine+was+granted.++

Since+2005,+children+may+also+acquire+citizenship+by#territorial#origin#on+the+basis+of+
paragraph+3+of+Article+8.+Thus,+a+child+born+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine+after+24+August+
1991,+who+has+not+acquired+citizenship+of+Ukraine+by+birth,+and+is+a+stateless+person+
or+ foreigner+ is+ registered+ as+ a+ citizen+ of+ Ukraine+ at+ the+ request+ of+ one+ of+ its+ legal+
representatives.+++

It+should+be+pointed+out,+that+although+in+both+articles+(Article7+and+Article+8)+it+goes+
about+those+cases,+when+a+child+was+born+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine,+their+provisions+
are+different.+Article+7+provides+for+automatic#acquisition#of#citizenship#by#birth,+while+
Article+8+establishes+the+right+to+acquire+citizenship+by#territorial#origin#following#the#
procedure,+when+a+child+does+not+have+the+right+to+acquire+citizenship+by+birth.36++

Article+ 8+ provides+ rather+ favourable+ conditions,+ as+ it+ does+ not+ set+ as+ a+ ground+ for+
child’s+acquisition+of+citizenship+neither+ the+status+of+his+parents+nor+ the+ legality+of+
their+residence+in+Ukraine,+as+Article+7+does.+Moreover,+a+child+may+acquire+Ukrainian+
citizenship+ independently+of+ the+current+place+of+his+ residence.+On+ the+other+hand,+
some+ gaps+ could+ be+ found,+ as+ paragraph+ 3+ of+ article+ 8+ refers+ exclusively+ to+ a+ child+
(person+aged+up+ to+18).+Consequently,+ a+person+born+ in+1996,+has+already+ reached+
legal+adulthood+and+is+not+anymore+considered+as+a+child+for+the+purposes+of+this+Law,+
and+ cannot+ acquire+ citizenship+ by+ territorial+ origin.+ In+ this+ case,+ there+ is+ a+ need+ to+
extend+the+provision+of+the+given+article+to+adult+population+together+with+a+view+to+
reducing+statelessness.++

Jus# sanguinis+ principle+ also+ manifests+ itself+ in+ Article+ 14,+ which+ provides+ for+
acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ of+ Ukraine+ by+ a# child+ due# to# Ukrainian# citizenship# of# his#
parents#or#one#of#them.+ It+should+be+noted+here,+that+there+is+a+difference+between+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
34+Innovation+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+as+according+to+the+previous+version+of+the+Law,+in+
this+case+the+requirement+was+not+only+legitimate,+but+also+permanent+residence+of+the+child’s+parents+in+
Ukraine.+
35+Innovation+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+as+according+to+the+previous+version+of+the+law,+
the+child+born+to+stateless+persons+permanently+residing+in+Ukraine+could+acquire+citizenship+only+in+case+
of+his+birth+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine.+
36+Because+he/she+does+not+meet+the+requirements+prescribed+by+Art.7.++
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this+article+and+paragraph+1+of+Article+7,+which+regulates+the+acquisition+of+citizenship+
by+ birth.+ Article+ 7+ puts+ the+ condition+ of+ parents’+ citizenship+ at+ the+moment+ of+ the+
child’s+birth.+Accordingly,+if+child’s+parents+(one+of+them)+are+not+Ukrainian+citizens+at+
the+ moment+ of+ the+ child’s+ birth,+ the+ latter+ cannot+ acquire+ citizenship+ by+ birth.37+
However,+ if+one+of+the+parents+acquires+Ukrainian+citizenship+after+the+child’s+birth,+
the+ child,+ who+ was+ a+ stateless+ person+ or+ a+ foreigner+ (if+ the+ child+ has+ acquired+
citizenship+of+his+parents),+can+acquire+citizenship+due+to+citizenship+of+Ukraine+of+his+
parents+ (one+of+ them)+on+the+basis+of+Article+14.+ In+ this+case+citizenship+ is+acquired+
following+ the+ procedure;+ and+ the+ date+ of+ the+ child’s+ registration+ as+ a+ citizen+ is+ the+
date+ of+ its+ acquisition,+ as+ opposed+ to+ Article+ 7+when+ acquiring+ citizenship+ by+ birth+
child+is+deemed+as+a+citizen+from+the+moment+of+birth.+ 

Article+11+of+the+Citizenship+Law+provides+that+a+child,+who+is+a+foreigner+or+stateless+
person,+ may+ also+ acquire+ Ukrainian+ citizenship# due# to# his# adoption.+ As+ a+ result+ of+
various+ important+ innovations+ brought+ to+ the+ Law+ in+ 2005,+ there+ were+ additional+
grounds+ for+acquiring+ the+citizenship+of+Ukraine+by+children+established:+acquisition#
of# citizenship# due# to# the# establishment# of# guardianship# or# tutelage# over# a# child,#
placement# of# the# child# in# a# childcare# or# healthcare# institution,#in# a# family# type#
orphanage,# foster# family,# or# foster# parent# family;38+or+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ by+
descent+due#to#recognition#of#paternity#or#maternity,#or#establishment#of#paternity#or#
maternity.39'+

In+should+be+noted+that+all+cases+of+acquisition+or+renunciation+of+the+citizenship+of+
Ukraine+ by+ children+ aged+ from+ 14+ to+ 18+ may+ take+ place+ only+ with+ their+ written+
consent+and+in+their+presence.40+

'
' '

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
37+Only+considering+paragraph+1+of+art.7,+which+states+ that+a+person,+whose+parents+ (one+of+ them)+were+
(was)+the+citizen(s)+of+Ukraine+at+the+moment+of+the+child’s+birth,+shall+be+treated+as+a+citizen+of+Ukraine.+
38+Article+12+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2.+
39+In+this+case+citizenship+is+acquired+due+to+the+citizenship+of+one+of+the+parents+or+if+one+of+the+parents+
was+the+citizen+of+Ukraine,+irrespective+of+the+place+of+child’s+birth+and+place+of+residence.+Ibid.,+Article+15.+
40+Ibid.,+Article+16,+para+13+of+Article+18;+and+part+1+para+6+of+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine,#op.cit.#
16.+
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ACCESS'TO'CITIZENSHIP''
FOR'CHILDREN'BORN'IN'THE'TERRITORY'

According+ to+national+ legislation,+ a+ child+ acquires+ citizenship+by+birth+automatically#
only+ if+ he+ belongs+ to+ one+ of+ the+ categories+ listed+ in+ Article+ 7+ of+ the+ Law+ on+
Citizenship.41+If+ it+ is+ so,+ the+ child+ has+ a+ right42+to+ acquire+ citizenship+ by+ birth+ and+ is+
considered+to+be+a+citizen+of+Ukraine+from+the+moment+of+his+birth.+Consequently,+if+
a+ child+ does+ meet+ the+ requirements+ of+ the+ article,+ it+ is+ considered+ that+ he+ is+ not+
entitled+with+a+right+to+acquire+citizenship+by+birth.43++

Thus,+ it+ could+ be+ concluded,+ that+ not+ all+ the+ children+ born+ in+ Ukraine+ can+ acquire+
citizenship+by+birth.+Therefore,+citizenship+could+be+acquired+by+territorial+origin44+at+
the+ request+ of+ one+ of+ the+ child’s+ parents+ or+ legal+ representatives,+ following# the#
procedure.+ In+ this+ case,+ the+ law+ does+ not+ relate+ the+ right+ of+ the+ child+ to+ acquire+
citizenship+neither+with+the+status+of+his+parents+nor+with+the+legality+of+their+stay+in+
Ukraine;+and+the+document+ that+may+serve+as+a+confirmation+of+ the+child’s+ right+ to+
acquire+citizenship+by+territorial+origin+is+the+birth+certificate.+

Thus,+ according+ to+ the+ aforementioned,+ a+ child+ who+ has+ the+ right+ to+ acquire+
citizenship+ by+ birth+ acquires+ it+ automatically,+ 45 +by+ operation+ of+ law.+ However,+
national+legislation+also+provides+the+procedure+for+acquiring+the+citizenship+by+birth+
(only+for+those+who+according+to+Article+7+are+entitled+by+law+to+such+acquisition).46+
Consequently,+ here+ emerges+ a+ question+ on+ the+ exact+ moment+ of+ the+ child’s+
acquisition+ of+ citizenship:+ if+ the+ citizenship+ is+ acquired+ at+ the+ moment+ of+ birth,+
automatically,+or+as+a+result+of+the+registration+procedure.+

First+of+all+it+should+be+noted+here,+that+although+there+is+a+procedure+prescribed+for+
acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ by+ birth,+ it+ is+ not+ obligatory47+and+ can+ be+ considered+ as+
some+kind+of+administrative+procedure+that+is+rather+related+to+the+cases+of+a+child’s+
birth+abroad.+ I+should+be+reminded,+that+when+a+child+ is+born+abroad+and+for+some+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
41+That+is+to+say:+only+if+the+parents/both+of+them+are+Ukrainian+citizens;+if+a+child+is+a+foundling;+if+child’s+
parents+are+legal+residents+in+Ukraine+(permanent+residence+is+required+if+the+child+was+born+to+stateless+
persons+abroad).+
42+“Right+to+acquire”+means+that+a+child+has+a+right+to+acquire+citizenship+due+to+the+belonging+to+one+of+the+
abovementioned+categories;+ and+does+not+ signify+ that+any+procedure+has+ to+be+ followed+ to+acquire+ the+
citizenship.+
43+That+contradicts+article+7+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+the+Protection+of+Childhood,+which+established+the+
right+of+every+child+from+birth+to+name+and+nationality.+
44+Article+8+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2.+
45+The+word+ "automatically"+means+ that+ the+procedure+ for+acquisition+ is+not+ required.+ It+does+not+mean+
that+ in+ practice+ there+ are+ no+ difficulties+ proving+ the+ child’s+ right+ to+ citizenship+ by+ birth+ (as+ for+ example+
difficulties+ with+ obtaining+ birth+ certificate).+ In+ case+when+ a+ child+ is+ born+ abroad,+ the+ acquisition+ of+ the+
child’s+citizenship+depends+on+the+decision/choice+and+responsibility+of+the+child’s+parents,+and+the+child+
can+be+also+registered+as+a+foreign+citizen.+
46+As+a+result+of+such+procedure,+the+child+obtains+certificate+on+his+registration+as+a+citizen+of+Ukraine.+
47+In+contrast+to+other+cases+of+acquisition+of+citizenship.+
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reasons+parents+are+not+able+ to+ register+his+birth+within+one+month+ in+ the+consular+
office+of+Ukraine,+such+registration+may+be+conducted+by+the+competent+authorities+
of+the+State+of+birth.+In+this+case,+birth+certificate+issued+by+a+foreign+state+authority+
(although+translated+and+legalized)+would+be+the+only+document+certifying+the+child’s+
identity+ until+ he+ reaches+ the+ age+ of+ 16.+ So+ to+ somehow+ ensure+ that+ a+ child+would+
obtain+ the+ passport+ in+ future,+ child’s+ parents+ also+ have+ an+ option+ to+ acquire+
citizenship+ by+ birth+ in+ procedural+ order,+ and+ obtain+ some+ document+ issued+ by+
Ukrainian+government+confirming+citizenship+of+their+child.+So+this+procedure+seems+
to+be+a+process+that+confirms+child’s+right+to+acquire+citizenship+and+does+not+mean+
that+the+person,+who+undergoes+it+is+not+citizen+from+birth+(automatically).++

The+principal+document+that+establishes+the+procedure+ for+acquiring+the+citizenship+
of+ Ukraine+ is+ the# Decree# of# the# President# of# Ukraine# on# Questions# Concerning#
Organization#of#Execution#of#the#Law#of#Ukraine#on#Citizenship#of#Ukraine.+

If+child’s+parents+(one+of+them)+at+the+time+of+his+birth+were+(was)+citizens+(citizen)+of+
Ukraine,+ the+ procedure+ for+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ by+ birth+ is+ rather+ simple,+ and+
mainly+ consists+ in+ presenting+ the+ application+ form,48+copy+ of+ birth+ certificate+ and+
copy+ of+ passport+ or+ any+ other+ document+ confirming+ parents’+ citizenship+ at+ the+
moment+of+child’s+birth.++

The+ Decree+ also+ stipulates+ the+ procedure+ for+ those+ children+ who+ were+ born+ in+
Ukraine+ to+ lawfully+ residing+ in+Ukraine+ stateless+persons,+ to+ foreigner+and+ stateless+
person+or+to+parents+one+of+whom+was+granted+refugee+status+or+asylum+in+Ukraine.+
In+this+case,+apart+ from+the+application+and+the+copy+of+birth+certificate,+one+of+the+
parents+has+to+submit+copies+of+documents+proving+the+legality+of+his/her+residence+
on+the+territory+of+Ukraine.49+

All+ the+ required+ documentation+ shall+ be+ submitted+ to+ the+ department+ of+ the+
Migration+Service+(Міграційна+cлужба+України)+where+it+should+be+approved+within+
two+weeks+and+sent+to+the+main+office.+The+decision+on+acquiring+citizenship+shall+be+
made+no+later+than+within+three+months+and+sent+back+to+the+department+where+the+
documents+were+ submitted.+ The+ applicant+ shall+ be+ informed+ about+ the+ decision+ in+
writing+within+one+week.50+

' '
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48+Application+Form+3+approved+by+the+Edict+of+the+Ministry+of+Foreign+Affairs+of+Ukraine+№+185,+op.#cit.+18.+
49+Permanent+or+temporary+residence+permit,+copy+of+refugee+certificate+or+copy+of+a+document+confirming+
the+asylum+status.++
50+Paras+92c97+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.+16.+
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ACCESS'TO'CITIZENSHIP'FOR'CHILDREN'BORN'ABROAD'

It+has+already+been+mentioned+that+a+child+born+abroad+to+citizens+of+Ukraine+(if+one+
of+ the+parents+ is+a+ citizen+of+Ukraine),+even+ if+born+out+of+wedlock,+have+a+ right+ to+
citizenship+by+virtue+of+citizenship+of+his+parents+(one+of+them)+at+the+moment+of+the+
child’s+birth.+However,+if+a+child+was+born+outside+the+territory+of+Ukraine+to+stateless+
persons,+and+has+not+acquired+citizenship+of+another+country+by+birth,+is+a+citizen+of+
Ukraine+only+if+his+parents+are+lawful+residents+in+Ukraine.51++

Regarding+procedural+issues,+if+a+child+was+born#abroad#to#stateless#persons#lawfully#
residing#in#the#territory#of#Ukraine,+one+of+his+parents,+apart+from+the+statement+and+
birth+ certificate+ should+ submit+ the+ declaration+ on+ nonacquisition+ of+ foreign+
citizenship+ by+ birth52+and+ copies+ of+ permanent+ residence+ permit+ or+ copies+ of+ other+
documents+ that+ may+ certify+ their+ stateless+ status+ and+ prove+ the+ legality+ of+ their+
residence+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine+at+the+moment+of+the+child’s+birth.53+In+case+of+a+
child+born+to#citizens#of#Ukraine#permanently#residing#abroad,+the+documents+shall+be+
the+same+as+those+necessary+for+the+acquisition+of+citizenship+by+birth+if+the+child+was+
born+in+Ukraine.++

The+decision+on+ acquiring+ citizenship+ by+ a+ child,+ and+his+ registration+ as+ a+ citizen+of+
Ukraine+ fall+ within+ the+ competence+ of+ foreign+ diplomatic+ missions+ and+ consular+
offices+ of+ Ukraine+ either+ in+ the+ country+ of+ parent’s+ permanent+ residence+ or+ in+ the+
country+ of+ the+ child’s+ birth.+ (If+ the+ child+ is+ born# abroad# to# Ukrainian# citizens#
permanently#residing#in#the#territory#of#Ukraine,+the+decision+on+acquisition+is+taken+
by+Migration+Service+in+Ukraine).54++

The+ head+ of+ a+ foreign+ diplomatic+ mission+ or+ his+ deputy+ takes+ the+ decision+ on+
acquisition+of+the+citizenship+of+Ukraine+or+on+refusal+to+the+application,+no+later+than+
one+month+ from+the+date+of+ receipt+of+documents.+ In+case+of+a+positive+decision,+a+
person+is+registered+as+a+citizen+of+Ukraine+that+is+documented+by+a+certificate.+

' '
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51+Article+7+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2.+
52+The+ declaration+ on+ nonacquisition+ of+ foreign+ citizenship+ by+ birth+ is+ a+ document+ where+ the+ applicant+
states+ that+ the+ child+ has+ not+ acquired+ the+ citizenship+ of+ another+ state+ by+ birth.+ The+ sample+ of+ such+
declaration+is+established+by+the+2006+Edict+of+the+Ministry+of+Foreign+Affairs+of+Ukraine+№185,+op.cit.+18.+
53+Para+19+of+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.+16.+
54+Ibid.,+para+117.+
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ACCESS'TO'CITIZENSHIP'
FOR'OTHERWISE'STATELESS'CHILDREN''

Regarding+the+issue+of+granting+citizenship+to+otherwise+stateless+children,+it+could+be+
concluded+ from+ the+ abovementioned,+ that+ the+ provisions+ of+ Ukrainian+ national+
legislation,+ concerning+ the+acquisition+of+ citizenship+by+birth,+does+not+ fully+ comply+
with+the+provisions+of+the+1961+Convention+on+the+Reduction+of+Statelessness.+

As+ already+ noted,+ the+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ by+ birth+ is+ automatic+ and+ a+ child+ is+
deemed+to+be+a+citizen+of+Ukraine+from+the+moment+of+birth+only+if+the+child’s+birth+
meets+the+requirements+of+Article+7,55+which+relates+the+child’s+right+to+citizenship+to+
the+ legality+ of+ his+ parents’+ residence.56'Whereas,+ Article+ 1+ of+ the+ 1961+ Convention+
provides+ that+ Contracting+ State+ shall+ grant+ its+ nationality+ to+ a+ person+ born+ in+ its+
territory,+which+would+otherwise+be+stateless,+and+does+not+establish+the+legality+of+
child’s+ parents’+ residence+ as+ a+ condition+ for+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ by+ birth.+
Moreover,+ Ukrainian+ national+ legislation+ does+ not+ contain+ any+ additional+ special+
provision,+which+envisages+granting+Ukrainian+citizenship+to+otherwise+stateless+child+
born+in+its+territory.'

Consequently,+ a+ child+born+ in+Ukraine+ to+ foreigners+and+ stateless+persons,+who+are+
illegal+immigrants,+cannot+acquire+citizenship+by+birth+by+virtue+of+the+Article+7+of+the+
Law,+ even+ if+ otherwise+ left+ stateless.57+In+ such+ cases+ the+most+ important+ step+ is+ to+
register+ child’s+ birth+ to+ guarantee+ the+ possibility+ for+ him+ to+ acquire+ citizenship+ by+
territorial+origin.''

However,+ the+ following+ practical+ questions+ could+ emerge:+whether+ information+ on+
the+ legality+ of+ child's+ parents’+ residence+ is+ somehow+ verified+ during+ the+ birth+
registration+ act;+ and+ whether+ their+ unlawful+ residence+ could+ be+ a+ ground+ for+ not+
issuing+a+birth+certificate+(that+ further+could+ impede+the+child+to+acquire+citizenship+
by+territorial+origin).58'
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55+If+the+child’s+parents+(one+of+them)+are+Ukrainian+citizens;+if+the+child+is+a+foundling;+if+child’s+parents+are+
legal+ residents+ in+ Ukraine+ (permanent+ residence+ is+ required+ if+ the+ child+ was+ born+ to+ stateless+ persons+
abroad).+
56+That+ is+ to+ say,+ if+ they+ hold+ 1974ctype+ passport+ of+ the+USSR+with+ a+ note+ on+ permanent+ or+ temporary+
registration+ within+ the+ territory+ of+ Ukraine,+ if+ they+ hold+ permanent+ or+ temporary+ residence+ permit+ in+
Ukraine,+ or+ if+ they+ were+ granted+ refugee+ status+ or+ asylum+ in+ Ukraine;+ or+ if+ they+ have+ registered+ their+
national+passports+within+the+territory+of+Ukraine.+See+para+10+of+the+Article+1+of+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+
on+Citizenship,+op.cit.+2.++
57+Foreigners+and+stateless+persons+who+legally+entered+Ukraine,+but+after+the+expiry+of+the+term+of+their+
residence+lost+grounds+for+further+stay+ in+Ukraine+and+evade+departure+from+Ukraine,+also+belong+to+the+
category+of+ illegal+migrants.+ See+para+14+of+Article+1+of+ the+2012+ Law+of+Ukraine+on+ the+ Legal+ Status+of+
Foreigners+and+Stateless+Persons+op.#cit.+9.+
58+It+is+important+to+note+that+obtaining+a+birth+certificate,+although+being+a+crucial+step+for+acquisition+of+
citizenship+and+for+obtaining+passport,+is+considered+to+be+rather+parent’s+obligation+than+a+child’s+right.++
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Due+ to+ the+ lack+ of+ the+ uniform+ application+ of+ law,+ each+ particular+ case+will+mainly+
depend+ on+ the+ decision+ of+ the+ registration+ authority.+ So+ in+ order+ to+ prevent+ cases+
when+registration+can+be+denied,+ it+would+be+appropriate+to+bring+some+changes+to+
the+ legislation+ so+ that+ a+ child+ could+ obtain+ birth+ certificate+ only+ on+ the+ basis+ of+
document+ confirming+ his+ birth,+ even+ when+ none+ of+ his+ parents+ has+ identification+
document+or+resides+legally+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine.+

Sometimes+ national+ legislation+ raises+more+ questions+ rather+ giving+ answers,+ and+ it+
could+ only+ be+ verified+ in+ practice+ what+ the+ real+ process+ of+ issuance+ of+ birth+
certificates+ is+when+ the+a+child+ is+born+ to+stateless+persons.+However,+ this+ research+
opens+ the+ subject+ of+ legal+ basis+ in+ this+ sphere,+ and+ focuses+more+ on+ the+ aspect+ of+
theory+of+the+issue.++

' +
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PREVENTING'STATELESSNESS''
AMONG'CHILDREN'IN'OTHER'CONTEXT'

Considering+the+problem+of+childhood+statelessness,+special+attention+should+be+paid+
to+ such+ categories+ of+ children+ as+ foundlings,+ children+ born+ as+ a+ result+ of+ assisted+
reproductive+ technologies+ and+ adopted+ children;+ and+ to+ the+ issue+ of+ loss+ of+
citizenship+and+naturalization.+

FOUNDLINGS'

Article+7+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+provides+that+a+newcborn59+child+found+within+the+
territory+ of+ Ukraine,+whose+ both+ parents+ are+ unknown+ (a+ foundling)+ is+ a+ citizen+ of+
Ukraine.+ In+ this+ case,+ citizenship+ is+ acquired+ by+ birth+ (automatically).+ In+ the+ birth+
certificate,+ it+ is+ mentioned+ that+ the+ child’s+ parents+ are+ unknown,+ and+ that+
information+on+them+is+indicated+in+accordance+with+the+decision+of+the+guardianship+
or+ tutelage+ body.+ The+ representative+ of+ the+ guardianship+ and+ tutelage+ authority+ is+
also+entitled+to+register+the+child’s+birth+in+this+case.+++

In+ order+ to+ obtain+ the+ certificate+ on+ registering+ the+ child+ as+ a+ citizen+ of+ Ukraine,+
child's+legal+representative+should+submit+the+application+for+acquiring+the+citizenship+
of+Ukraine+by+birth+and+a+copy+of+birth+certificate.60++

SURROGACY'

According+to+Ukrainian+legislation,+if+an+embryo+conceived+by+spouses61+with+the+help+
of+assisted+reproductive+ technologies,+ is+ implanted+to+another+woman,+ the+spouses+
shall+ be+deemed+parents+of+ the+ child.+Although+ in+ the+ column+“Notes”+of+ the+birth+
record+(not+birth+certificate)+it+is+indicated+who+is+the+biological+mother+of+the+child+in+
accordance+with+the+medical+birth+certificate,+there+is+no+legal+relationship+between+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
59+Safeguard+against+statelessness+limited+to+newcborn+children.+If+a+child+is+not+considered+as+a+newcborn,+
guardianship+or+tutelage+over+the+child+is+established+and+the+child+can+acquire+citizenship+on+the+basis+of+
Article+ 12+ of+ the+ Law+of+Ukraine+ on+ Citizenship+which+ provides+ for+ acquisition+ of+ citizenship+ due+ to+ the+
establishment+of+guardianship+or+tutelage+over+a+child.+
60+Para+23+of+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.+16.+According+to+the+paragraph+93,+in+this+case+
the+Migration+Service+also+receives+a+record+copy+from+the+relevant+body,+which+confirms+that+the+newc
born+child+was+found+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine+and+his/her+parents+are+unknown.++
61+Article+123+of+the+Family+Code+of+Ukraine+refers+to+spouses,+ implying+that+the+couple+is+to+be+married.+
Available+at:+http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2947c14'
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the+child+and+the+surrogate+mother;+and+nationality,+in+this+case+flows+from+the+child’+
genetic+parents.++

Child’s+birth+shall+be+registered+at+the+request+of+the+spouses,+who+gave+consent+to+
such+implantation.+ In+this+case,+together+with+the+document+confirming+child's+birth+
by+ surrogate+ mother,+ and+ a+ certificate+ of+ genetic+ relationship+ of+ parents+ (one+ of+
them)+ with+ the+ foetus,62+the+ child’s+ parents+ shall+ submit+ a+ statement+ of+ surrogate+
mother+consent+to+the+notation+of+spouses+as+parents+of+the+child.+

ADOPTION'

Article+11+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+envisages+acquisition+of+citizenship+of+Ukraine+by+
a+child+due+to+his+adoption+by+citizens+of+Ukraine;+by+a+married+couple,63+one+member+
of+ which+ is+ a+ citizen+ of+ Ukraine+ and+ another+ is+ a+ stateless+ person+ or+ a+ foreigner,+
irrespectively+of+the+place+of+his+permanent+residence.++

However,+ some+ gaps+ can+ be+ found+ in+ the+ legislation+ relating+ to+ this+ issue.+ For+
example,+if+we+talk+about+renunciation+of+citizenship+of+Ukraine+by+the+adopted+child+
instead+ of+ its+ acquisition,+ Article+ 18+ of+ the+ Law+ on+ Citizenship+ contains+ a+ rule+
providing+ that+ a+ child+adopted+by+ foreigners+or+by+ stateless+persons+may+ renounce+
the+ citizenship+ of+ Ukraine+ following+ a+ petition+ from+ one+ of+ its+ adopters. 64++
Accordingly,+ the+ abovementioned+ rule+ implies+ that+ stateless+ persons+ could+ have+
adopted+ a+ child.+ Such+ statement+ contradicts+ Article+ 212+ of+ the+ Family+ Code+ of+
Ukraine,+which+contains+the+provision+that+stateless+persons+may+not+be+adopters.65++

Concerning+ procedural+ matters,+ Decree+ of+ the+ President+ of+ Ukraine+ №+ 215/2001+
establishes+the+list+of+documents+that+are+to+be+submitted+by+the+adoptive+parent+in+
case,+when+ the+ child+ is+ adopted+ by+Ukrainian+ citizens.66+When+ one+ of+ the+ adoptive+
parents+ is+ a+ stateless+ person+ or+ a+ foreigner,+ in+ addition+ to+ that+ documents,+ they+
should+also+submit+a+copy+of+a+document+confirming+their+status,+and+a+copy+of+the+
document+confirming+the+fact+of+marriage+of+the+adoptive+parents+at+the+moment+of+
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62+Para+11+of+the+Edict+№+52/5+of+the+Ministry+of+Justice+of+Ukraine.+Available+at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0719c00++
63+According+to+Article+211+of+the+Family+Code+persons+that+are+not+married+may+not+adopt+the+same+child.+
Whenever+such+persons+live+together+as+one+family,+the+court+may+give+a+judgement+on+adoption.+Op.cit.+
62.+
64+There+is+no+safeguard+that+could+say+what+happens+if+a+child+is+left+stateless+in+this+case.+However,+article+
18+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+states+that+renunciation+of+the+citizenship+of+Ukraine+is+allowed+if+a+person+has+
acquired+ the+citizenship+of+another+state+or+obtained+a+document+ issued+by+authorized+body+of+another+
state+ certifying+ that+ the+ person+ would+ obtain+ the+ citizenship+ of+ this+ state+ if+ he/she+ renounces+ the+
citizenship+of+Ukraine.+Such+provision+may+prevent+statelessness+in+this+case.++
65+Para+12+of+the+Article+212+of+the+Family+Code+of+Ukraine,#op.cit.#61.+
66+Para+56+of+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine+op.cit.+16.+
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adoption.67++

LOSS'OF'CITIZENSHIP'

It+is+worth+reminding+that+the+2001+Law+of+Ukraine+on+Citizenship+remains+the+main+
legislative+act+regulating+ issues+concerning+the+ loss+of+citizenship+(Article+19).+ In+the+
context+ of+ childhood+ statelessness,+ a+ voluntary# acquisition+ of# foreign# citizenship+
could+be+deemed+a+ground+for+loss+of+Ukrainian+citizenship.68++

However,+ this+ provision+ cannot+ be+ applied+ to+ children,+ as+ it+ is+ envisaged+ for+ those+
cases+ when+ the+ citizen+ of+ Ukraine+ has+ come+ of+ age+ at+ the+ time+ of+ such+ voluntary+
acquisition.+Besides,+ foreign+citizenship+shall+not+be+deemed+as+acquired+voluntarily+
by+a+child+neither+when+it+was+acquired+by+virtue+of+his+adoption+by+foreigners,+nor+
due+to+the+acquisition+of+citizenship+of+another+state+by+birth+concurrently+with+the+
citizenship+of+Ukraine.+So+it+means+that+a+child+cannot+automatically+lose+citizenship+
of+Ukraine+on+the+grounds+of+Article+19.+Moreover,+a+child+cannot+lose+citizenship+due+
to+renunciation+or+loss+of+citizenship+by+his+parents.++

However,+it+should+be+noted+that+the+Law+on+Citizenship+provides+conditions+for+the+
possibility+ of+ children+ renouncing+ citizenship+ acquired+ by+ birth+ or+ due+ to+ adoption+
following+ a+ petition+ from+ one+ of+ his+ parents+ or+ adopters+ (even+ if+ his+ parents/+
adopters+are+stateless+persons).69+

FACILITATED'NATURALIZATION'

Naturalization+ is+ one+ of+ the+ ways+ to+ acquire+ of+ the+ citizenship+ of+ Ukraine.70+The+
requirements+for+granting+Ukrainian+citizenship+are+defined+in+Article+9+of+the+Law+of+
Ukraine+ on+ citizenship,+ whereas+ documents+ and+ other+ procedural+ details+ for+ such+
acquisition+are+prescribed+by+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine+№+215/2001.71+

Among+ established+ requirements+ there+ could+ be+ distinguished+ those+ that+ do+ not+
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67+Ibid.,+paras+56c59.++
68+The+acquisition+of+a+foreign+citizenship+shall+be+deemed+voluntary+in+any+case+where+a+citizen+of+Ukraine+
was+ required+ to+ file+ a+ written+ application+ or+ request+ for+ acquisition,+ as+ established+ by+ the+ national+
legislation+of+the+state+of+his+allegiance.++
69+Still,+we+may+face+some+discrepancies+in+national+legislation:+while+the+Citizenship+Law+provides+with+the+
conditions+ for+ renunciation+ of+ citizenship+ by+ child+ (acquired+ by+ birth+ or+ due+ to+ adoption),+ Article+ 283+
(paragraph+6)+of+the+Family+Code+states+that+an+adopted+child+retains+Ukrainian+citizenship+till+coming+of+
age.+
70+In+this+case+it+is+worth+noting+that+the+law+uses+the+term+“admission+to+citizenship”+rather+than+the+term+
“naturalisation”.+
71+Paras+45c51+of+the+Decree+of+the+President+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.+16.+
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seem+ to+ create+ any+ barriers+ for+ person+ to+ acquire+ citizenship:+ recognition# of# and#
compliance#with#laws#of#Ukraine,+and+command#or#understanding#of#state#language#
to#the#extent#sufficient#for#communication.72+However,+there+are+also+such+conditions+
that+are+rather+difficult+to+meet,+particularly,+when+the+applicant+is+a+stateless+person+
or+ a+ person+ of+ unclear+ nationality,+ as+ for+ example,+ the# legal# source# of# income;73+
continuous# lawful#residence#on#the#territory#of#Ukraine#for#the#previous#five#years;74#
possession# of# immigration# permit;# submission# of# a# declaration# on# the# absence# of#
foreign#citizenship+(for+stateless+persons)+and+an+obligation#of#renunciation#of#foreign#
citizenship+(for+foreigners).75+

Regarding+the+admittance+to+citizenship+of+children+of+stateless+persons+or+foreigners,+
the+Law+prescribes+that+a+child+can+be+admitted+to+the+citizenship+of+Ukraine+without+
following+the+abovementioned+requirements,+providing+that+one+of+his+parents+(legal+
representative)+bears+a+Ukrainian+immigration+permit.+However,+the+requirement+of+
the+possession+of+ immigration+permit+ is+not+applicable+ to+ those+persons,+who+were+
granted+refugee+status+or+asylum+ in+Ukraine;+or+ to+ foreigners+and+stateless+persons+
who+had+arrived+in+Ukraine+for+permanent+residence+before+the+Law+on+Immigration+
came+ into+ force+ (7+ August+ 2001),+ on+ condition+ that+ they+ have+ either+ a+ permanent+
residence+permit+or+a+registration+note+in+their+1974+type+passports.76++

In+addition,+a+foreigner+or+a+stateless+person,+on+whom+guardianship+or+tutelage+was+
established+ when+ he/she+ was+ an+ underage+ child,+ and+ who+ had+ not+ acquired+ the+
Ukrainian+ citizenship+ on+ time,+ can+ also+ apply+ for+ acquisition+ of+ the+ Ukrainian+
citizenship+provided+that+a+person+appointed+as+guardian+or+tutor+was+the+citizen+of+
Ukraine.+The+detailed+list+of+all+necessary+documents+is+prescribed+by+paragraph+64+of+
the+abovementioned+Presidential+Decree.77+
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72+Although+this+may+be+an+impediment+for+some+people.++
73+This+requirement+is+not+applicable+to+persons+who+were+granted+refugee+status+in+Ukraine+or+asylum+in+
Ukraine.++
74+The+ term+of+ five+ years+of+ continuous+ lawful+ residence+ in+ the+ territory+of+Ukraine+ is+ not+ applicable+ for+
those+stateless+persons+married+ to+Ukrainian+citizens+ (or+who+were+married+ to+a+citizen+of+Ukraine+over+
two+ years+ and+ their+marriage+ terminated+ because+ of+ the+ death+ of+ the+ spouse).+ In+ this+ case+ the+ term+ is+
reduced+to+two+years.+For+those+persons+who+entered+Ukraine+as+stateless+persons+the+residency+term+is+
reduced+from+five+to+three+years;+and+for+those+granted+refugee+or+asylum+status,+the+term+is+shortened+to+
three+years+from+the+date+the+status+was+granted.+
75+The+condition+of+submission+of+the+declaration+on+obligation+to+renounce+foreign+citizenship+has+become+
a+positive+innovation+aimed+at+the+prevention+of+statelessness,+as+according+to+the+old+version+the+Law+the+
person+was+obliged+to+previously+renounce+their+foreign+citizenship+to+acquire+the+citizenship+of+Ukraine.+
76+The+Law+is+not+retroactive+and+cannot+be+applied+to+those+people+who+had+been+already+residing+in+the+
territory+of+Ukraine+before+the+date+of+its+entrance+into+force+(7+August+2001).+So+immigration+permit+may+
only+be+issued+to+those+who+entered+Ukraine+after+this+date.++
77+Among+the+necessary+documentation+to+be+presented+by+the+applicant+there+is+a+document+stating+that+
the+parents+of+the+child+have+been+deprived+of+parental+rights,+declared+missing+or+legally+incapable;+copy+
of+the+decision+of+establishment+of+guardianship+or+tutelage+etc.+See+para+64+(1)+of+Decree+of+the+President+
of+Ukraine,+op.cit.+16.+
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All+ the+ required+ documentation+ shall+ be+ submitted+ to+ the+ department+ of+ the+
Migration+Service+(Міграційна+служба+України)+where+it+should+be+approved.+Then,+
Presidential+ Administration+ Office+ for+ Citizenship+ Affairs+ (Управління) з) питань)
громадянства, Адміністрації, Президента, України)+ prepares+ materials+ for+ the+
President’s+Commission+for+Citizenship+(Комісія'при'Президентові'України'з'питань'
громадянства),+which+decides+on+ submitting+proposals+ to+ the+President+of+Ukraine+
to+meet+the+claim.+The+President+of+Ukraine+issues+the+decree+about+the+admission+of+
the+person+to+the+citizenship+of+Ukraine.+

General+ term+ for+ consideration+ of+ applications+ shall+ not+ exceed+ one+ year+ from+ the+
date+of+receipt.+However,+a+specific+term+is+established+for+children,+stateless+persons,+
persons+ granted+ refugee+ status+ or+ asylum+ in+ Ukraine,+ and+ shall+ not+ exceed+ nine+
months+from+the+date+of+receipt.78+

+

+

' '
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78+Ibid.,++paras+110c113.+
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BIRTH'REGISTRATION''
AND'STATELESSNESS'

Very+ often+ statelessness+ among+ children+ is+ related+ to+ problem+ of+ their+ not+ being+
registered+at+birth,+as+the+lack+of+birth+registration+can+make+a+child+legally+invisible.+
Thus,+ it+ is+ very+ important+ to+ realise+ that+ birth+ registration+ not+ only+ officially+
recognises+the+fact+of+child’s+birth+and+establishes+child’s+ identity,+but+also+serves+a+
fundamental+ground+for+acquiring+nationality.+

Article+ 7+ of+ the+ 1989+ Convention+ on+ the+ Rights+ of+ the+ Child,+ which+ is+ binding+ for+
Ukraine,+provides+that+the+child+shall+be+registered+immediately+after+birth,+and+shall+
have+from+birth+the+right+to+a+name,+the+right+to+acquire+a+nationality+and,+as+far+as+
possible,+the+right+to+know+and+be+cared+for+by+his+parents.''

As+to+Ukrainian+legislation,+it+should+be+emphasized+that+Article+7+of+the+2001+Law+№+
2402c14+on+Protection+of+Childhood,+which+establishes+the+child's+right+to+a+name+and+
nationality,+ at+ the+ same+ time+mentions+ legislative+acts+ regulating+birth+ registration,+
that+also+ indicates+direct+ link+between+citizenship+acquisition+and+birth+registration.'
In+addition,+Article+144+of+the+Family+Code+clearly+sets+forth+parent’s+responsibility+to+
register+child’s+birth.79+'

The+ state+ civil+ status+ acts+ registration+ authority+ (орган&державної& реєстрації& актів&
цивільного+ стану)+ of+ the+ State+ Registration+ Service+ of+ Ukraine+ (Державна+
Реєстраційна+ Служба+ України)+ is+ responsible+ for+ birth+ registration+ in+ Ukraine.80+
Registration+ is+ conducted+ upon+ oral+ or+ written+ request+ of+ child's+ parents+ (one+ of+
them)81+within+ one+ month+ from+ the+ date+ of+ the+ child’s+ birth,+ without+ registration+
fee.82+Whenever+the+parents+did+not+take+the+child+from+the+maternity+hospital+or+any+
other+ healthcare+ institution,+ or+ if+ a+ child+ has+ been+ abandoned+ or+ found,+ the+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
79+Medical+ birth+ certificate+ issued+ by+ the+ healthcare+ institution+ of+ the+ child’s+ delivery+ also+ contains+ a+
paragraph+“For+ the+Attention+of+Parents”+ that+ further+ informs+parents+about+ their+duty+ to+ register+ their+
child.'
80+Article+6+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+the+State+Registration+of+Civil+Acts.+Available+on:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2398c17++
81+If+ parents,+ for+ valid+ reasons,+ are+ unable+ to+ register+ their+ child’s+ birth,+ such+ registration+ is+made+ upon+
application+of+relatives,+other+persons,+or+authorized+representatives+of+the+healthcare+ institution+where+
the+child+was+delivered+or+stays+at+the+time+of+registration.++In+cases+when+the+parents+or+one+of+them+are+
underage,+the+child's+birth+is+recorded+on+a+general+basis+without+the+consent+of+their+parents,+guardians+
or+tutors.+
82+See+the+2011+Interpretation+of+the+Ministry+of+Justice+of+Ukraine.#Available+at:+
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/n0068323c11+and+the+Governmental+Decree+on+State+Duty+in+
redaction+of+2014.+Available+at:+http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/7c93++
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application+is+to+be+submitted+by+the+representative+of+the+guardianship+and+tutelage+
authority.83++

In+case+when+the+application+comes+after+expiry+of+onecmonth+period,+registration+is+
conducted+on+the+general+basis.+However,+when+it+comes+one+year+after+the+date+of+
child’s+ birth+ and+ until+ he+ attains+ the+ age+ of+ 16," either+ a" medical+ certificate+ of+ the+
child’s+stay+under+the+supervision+of+the+healthcare+institution+or+a+certificate+of+the+
child's+ place+ of+ residence+ should+ be+ submitted.+ In+ this+ case+ such+ registration+ is+
considered+as+untimely,+and+entails+a+penalty+of+one+to+three+nonctaxable+minimum+
incomes.84++

Ukrainian+legislation+also+establishes+that+ if+a+child+has+attained+the+age+of+16,+birth+
registration+ can+ be+ conducted+ on+ his+ own+ request+ with+ the+ presentation+ of+
passport.85+However,+ such+ provision+ is+ obviously+ nonsensical.+ According+ to+ national+
legislation,+birth+registration+is+conducted+for+the+purpose+of+the+official+recognition+
and+confirmation+of+the+fact+of+birth+by+the+State.+Consequently,+if+child’s+birth+is+not+
registered,+ the+ fact+ of+ birth+ cannot+ be+ recognised+ and+ the+ child+ cannot+ obtain+
passport+ of+ the+ citizen+ of+ Ukraine+ due+ to+ the+ lack+ of+ the+ child’s+ identifying+
documentation.86++

The+solution+ in+ this+case+could+be+a+court+decision+on+establishing+ the+ fact+of+birth.+
However,+court+decision+does+not+imply+automatic+birth+registration,+but+only+serves+
as+ its+ ground.+ Another+ option+ is+ to+ appeal+ to+ the+ Parliament+ Commissioner+ for+
Human+Rights,+ although+ related+ to+ separate+ cases+ that+will+not+ resolve+ the+existing+
problem+in+general.87++

Regarding+ the+ procedure,+ the+ person+ applying+ for+ child’s+ birth+ registration,+ along+
with+the+application+shall+submit+a+document,+which+could+confirm+child’s+birth,88+and+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
83+Para+2+of+Article+135+of+the+Family+Code+of+Ukraine,#op.cit.#61.+
84+Article+212¹+of+the+Code+of+Ukraine+on+Administrative+Offences.+Available+at:+
http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/80731c10/page14++
85+Part+2+of+paragraph+24+of+the+Edict+№+52/5+of+the+Ministry+of+Justice+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.#62.+
86+State+Registration+Service+of+Ukraine.+Documents#for#the#Issuance#of#a#Passport#of#a#Citizen#of#Ukraine.#
Available+at:+http://dmsu.gov.ua/posluhy/pasportcgromadyaninacukrajini/702cvidachacpasportac
gromadyaninacukrajinicosobamcyakicdosyaglic16crichnogocviku+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
87+Such+ case+ has+ already+ taken+ place:+ a+ 28cyearcold+ resident+ of+ Kyiv+ made+ an+ appeal+ to+ assist+ him+ in+
restoring+ his+ constitutional+ right+ to+ a+ name.+ For+ the+ reason+ of+ not+ having+ been+ registered,+ he+ had+ no+
document+confirming+his+name+and+the+fact+of+birth.+Being+a+person+without+name,+he+could+not+address+
the+ court+ in+ person+ to+ establish+ the+ fact+ of+ his+ birth.+ The+ Parliament+ Commissioner+ for+ Human+ Rights+
opened+ the+ proceedings,+ the+materials+ of+which+ served+ as+ a+ ground+ for+ referring+ the+matter+ the+ court.+
Court+ granted+ this+ application+ and+ the+ 28cyearcold+ person+ obtained+ Ukrainian+ passport.+ Available+ at:+
http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/allcnews/allcactivity/zavdyakicvtruchannyucupovnovazhenogoc28c
rіchnijcgromadyanincotrimavcsvіdocztvocprocnarodzhennyactacpasport/+(last+visited+Apr.+22,+2015).+
88+Medical+birth+ certificate+ issued+by+ the+healthcare+ institutions+where+ the+child+was+delivered+ (Form+№+
103/о)+ approved+ by+ the+ 2006+ Edict+ No+ 545+ of+ the+ Ministry+ of+ Healthcare+ of+ Ukraine.+ Available+ at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1150c06+ or+ certificate+ confirming+ the+ child’s+ age,+ issued+ by+
healthcare+institution,+shall+be+additionally+submitted+for+birth+registration+of+foundlings.+See+part+3+para+
10+of+the+Edict+№+52/5+of+the+Ministry+of+Justice+of+Ukraine,+op.cit.#62.+
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consequently+could+serve+as+a+ground+for+such+registration.+If+a+child+was+born+abroad,+
the+procedure+of+birth+registration+is+also+free89+and+shall+be+hold+by+the+consul.90+If+
the+ child+was+ registered+ by+ competent+ authorities+ of+ the+ host+ country,+ the+ second+
registration+is+not+conducted+in+a+diplomatic+mission+or+consular+office.+If+registration+
has+not+been+performed+neither+by+ the+competent+authorities+of+ the+ state+of+birth+
nor+ by+ the+ diplomatic+ mission+ or+ consular+ office+ of+ Ukraine,+ the+ child+ may+ be+
registered+ in+ Ukraine+ on+ the+ disclosure+ of+ medical+ document+ of+ another+ state+
confirming+the+fact+of+child’s+birth+(translated+and+legalized).+

When+ a+ child+ is+ born+ outside+ healthcare+ institution+ birth+ registration+ may+ be+
conducted+ on+ the+ basis+ of+ certificate+ issued+ by+ the+ doctor+ who+ gave+ medical+
assistance+during+ the+delivery;+or+medical+ records+confirming+child’s+ stay+under+ the+
supervision+ of+ healthcare+ institution91+and+ conclusion+ confirming+ the+ birth+ outside+
healthcare+institution.92+

When+a+baby+is+born+at+home+without+any+medical+assistance,+the+fact+of+birth+and+its+
time+shall+be+confirmed+by+the+signature+of+two+witnesses+who+were+present+at+the+
moment+of+birth;93+and+medical+records+confirming+child’s+stay+under+the+supervision+
of+healthcare+institution+or+private+doctor.++

In+case+of+a+child’s+birth+aboard+a+ship,+aircraft+or+train,+one+of+his+parents+or+another+
authorised+person+shall+submit+a+statement+drawn+up+by+corresponding+authority+(by+
a+captain,+aircraft+commander+or+chief+of+the+train)+and+two+witnesses.+If+a+doctor+or+
medical+attendant+were+present+on+the+vehicle+they+should+also+sign+the+statement.+
In+case+of+absence+of+the+doctor+or+medical+attendant,+birth+registration+is+based+on+
the+abovementioned+document+and+a+medical+records+confirming+child’s+stay+under+
the+supervision+of+healthcare+institution.+

It+ should+ be+ noted,+ that+ birth+ certificate+ is+ a+ document,+which+ officially+ recognizes+
and+ confirms+ the+ fact+ of+ birth+ and+ does+ not+ certify+ child’s+ citizenship.+ However,+ it+
contains+ information+on+child's+parents94+and+on+the+place+of+the+child’s+birth,95+and+
serves+as+a+ground+for+obtaining+passport+in+future.+

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
89+Para+ 1.9+ of+ the+General+ Provisions+ of+ the+ 2001+of+ the+ Edict+№+32/5/101+of+ the+Ministry+ of+ Justice+ of+
Ukraine.#Available+at:+http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0473c01++
90+Ibid.,+para+2.1.++
91+Form+№+103c1/о+ approved+ by+ the+ 2006+ Instruction+No+ 545+ of+ the+Ministry+ of+Healthcare+ of+Ukraine.+
Available+at:+http://zakon1.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1151c06++
92+See+Annex+3+of+the+2013+Governmental+Regulation+No+9.+Available+at:+
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/9c2013cп++
93+The+witnesses+ shall+ sign+ in+ the+ column+ “Documents”+of+ the+birth+ records,+with+ the+ indication+of+ their+
names+and+surnames,+places+of+residence+and+documents+certifying+their+identity.+
94+Information+on+their+name+and+citizenship,+and+if+they+are+citizens+of+Ukraine,+this+information+confirms+
that+the+child+has+a+right+to+acquire+citizenship+automatically+by+birth.+
95+That+serves+as+an+evidence+of+the+child’s+birth+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine+and+allows+acquiring+citizenship+
by+territorial+origin.+
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It+is+important+to+know+that+during+the+birth+registration+not+only+the+fact+of+the+birth+
is+recognized,+but+also+the+parentage+of+the+child+is+established+(from+his+father+and+
mother).+To+establish+the+parentage,+one+of+the+parents,+along+with+aforementioned+
documents,+ has+ to+ submit+ a+document+ certifying+his+ identity.+ If+ one+of+ the+parents+
cannot+ submit+ the+ passport+ document,+ information+ about+ him/her+ is+ indicated+ on+
the+ basis+ of+ marriage+ certificate.+ Consequently,+ without+ passport+ document+ the+
descent+cannot+be+established.+

At+ the+ same+ time,+ the+ law+ does+ not+ contain+ any+ special+ provision+ regulating+ those+
cases,+ when+ the+ child’s+ parents+ are+ not+ married,+ or+ when+ none+ of+ them+ has+ a+
passport,# (passport# document)96+or+ any+ other+ identity+ document.+ Although+ there+ is+
no+ provision+ that+ states+ directly+ that+ the+ absence+ of+ passport+ document+ shall+ be+
considered+as+a+ground+for+refusal+of+birth+registration,+the+authorities+may+deny+in+
registration+explaining+that+such+act+contradicts+Ukrainian+legislation.97+

The+ law+only+ provides+ for+ a+ possibility+ to+ register+ the+ child+ at+ the+ request+ of+ other+
person,+ family+member+ or+ representative+ of+ the+ healthcare+ institution+ in+ that+ case+
when+parents+are+not+able+to+do+ it.+However,+exact+reasons+for+parents’+ inability+to+
register+ the+ child+ are+ not+ indicated.+ So+ it+ is+ not+ clear+ if+ the+ absence+ of+ the+
identification+document+of+the+parents+may+be+considered+as+a+ground+for+the+child+
being+ registered+ by+ another+ person.+ Consequently,+ the+ authorities+ are+ entitled+ to+
define+ such+ reasons+ at+ its+ discretions,+ and+ due+ to+ the+ lack+ of+ the+ uniform+
enforcement,+each+case+may+have+different+results.98+++

Thus,+birth+ registration+ should+be+ considered+not+only+a+ legal+procedure+but+also+a+
practical+matter,+bearing+ in+mind+the+difficulties+that+may+be+faced;+and+ in+order+to+
prevent+ cases+when+ the+ child+ is+ not+documented,+ it+would+be+ appropriate+ to+bring+
some+changes+to+the+legislation+under+which+the+child+could+obtain+a+birth+certificate+
only+on+the+basis+of+document+confirming+his+birth,+even+when+none+of+the+parents+
has+a+document+certifying+his+identity.+

+

+

' '
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96+Passport+document+(foreigner’s+passport+document)+c+is+a+document+issued+by+a+competent+authority+of+
a+ foreign+state+or+by+UN+ institution+and+ recognized+by+Ukraine,+which+confirms+ the+persons’+ citizenship,+
identifies+personality+of+a+foreigner+or+stateless+person,+and+provides+a+right+to+enter+or+leave+the+territory+
of+ the+ state.+ The+ law+ does+ not+ specify+ if+ parents’+ migration/residence+ permit+ may+ also+ serve+ for+ birth+
registration.+See+paragraph+16+of+Article+16+of+the+2012+Law+of+Ukraine+on+the+Legal+Status+of+Foreigners+
and+Stateless+Persons,+op.cit.#9.+
97"Article+21+of+the+Law+of+Ukraine+on+the+State+Registration+of+Civil+Acts,+op.cit.+80."
98 +The+ child’s+ parents+ could+ be+ denied+ in+ registration,+ registration+ may+ be+ carried+ out,+ or+ the+ birth+
certificate+may+be+issued+without+any+information+on+father/mother+of+the+child.+
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CONCLUSIONS'

Since+ the+ period+ of+ proclamation+ of+ the+ independence,+ we+ could+ trace+ the+
development+of+ the+Ukrainian+national+ legislative+basis+ in+ the+sphere+of+citizenship.+
The+number+of+stateless+persons+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine+was+decreasing+from+year+
to+ year.+ It+ could+ be+ seen+ from+ the+ previous+ sections+ of+ the+ research+ that+ some+
amendments+ were+ really+ decisive+ to+ prevent+ statelessness+ cases,+ and+ that+ the+
current+version+of+the+Law+on+Citizenship+contains+such+provisions,+that+could+serve+
as+good+practices+examples+for+other+States.++

However,+ despite+ the+ fact+ that+ a+ lot+ has+ already+ been+ done,+ and+ that+ the+
consequences+ of+ succession+ no+ longer+ have+ the+ same+negative+ effects+ as+ they+ had+
before,+ there+ are+ still+ some+ legal+ gaps+ that+ still+ make+ statelessness+ a+ common+
problem+for+Ukraine.++

It+ should+ be+ emphasized+ that+ Ukrainian+ national+ legislation+ does+ not+ establish+ any+
procedure+for+granting+the+status+of+stateless+person.+Such+a+procedure,+apart+from+
determining+ the+ rights+ and+ responsibilities+ of+ stateless+ population,+ could+
considerably+facilitate+the+verification+of+their+legal+stay+in+the+territory+of+Ukraine.++

There+ is+ also+ no+ special+ provision+ for+ granting+ citizenship+ to+ otherwise+ stateless+
children+ born+ in+ the+ territory+ of+ Ukraine.+ Thus,+ relevant+ changes+ should+ be+
introduced+in+order+to+prevent+statelessness+among+children+and+guarantee+the+right+
to+ citizenship+ from+ birth.+ Moreover,+ the+ law+ should+ also+ provide+ a+ possibility+ for+
registration+of+ the+ child’s+birth+even+ if+ the+ child’s+parents+do+not+have+any+ identity+
document+or+are+not+legal+residents+in+Ukraine.+++

It+ should+ be+ taken+ into+ consideration+ that+ stateless+ persons+ pertaining+ to+ the+
vulnerable+group+of+population+always+ face+difficulties+sequent+ from+ legal+gaps+and+
bureaucratic+ problems.+ So+ it+ is+ very+ important+ to+ extend+ legal+ and+ administrative+
assistance+ to+stateless+population,+especially+ in+ the+sphere+of+birth+ registration+and+
issuance+of+identity+documents.+

In+ order+ to+ effectively+ direct+ the+ efforts+ and+ combat+ the+ problem,+ stateless+
population+ is+ to+ be+ located.+ For+ this+ purpose,+ the+ survey+ should+ be+ conducted+ to+
verify+the+exact+number+of+stateless+people+that+would+not+only+provide+with+data+on+
real+ extent+ of+ the+ problem,+ but+ also+would+ help+ to+ categorize+ stateless+ persons+ in+
order+to+have+more+specific+approach+to+the+problem+they+face.+

Awarenesscraising+ on+ the+ scope+ and+ consequences+ of+ the+ problem+ is+ also+ a+ very+
important+step.+In+this+case,+the+issue+of+childhood+statelessness+could+be+included+in+
the+ research+ on+ children’s+ protection,+ trafficking,+ and+ migration,+ as+ well+ as+ in+ the+
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development+and+ implementation+of+national+policies+and+advocacy+campaigns+ (for+
example,+campaigns+for+free,+accessible+and+noncdiscriminatory+birth+registration).++

Therefore,+ it+ is+ important+ to+ understand+ that+ the+ problem+ of+ statelessness+ has+ a+
specific+character+and+requires+a+separate+approach,+which+should+not+be+based+only+
on+the+improvement+of+the+national+legislation,+but+also+on+taking+practical+steps+by+
governmental+bodies+and+noncgovernmental+organizations.+

+
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